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Proof of Concept of an Affordable, Compact and Transcranial Submillimeter Accurate Ultrasound-Based Tracking System

Pierre Zarader, Quentin François, Antoine Coudert, Bertrand Duplat, Sinan Haliyo, Olivier Couture

Abstract—In neurosurgery, a current challenge is to provide localized therapy in deep and difficult-to-access areas of the brain with millimeter accuracy. In this prospect, new surgical devices such as microbots are being developed, which require controlled in-brain navigation to ensure the safety and efficiency of the intervention. In this context, the device tracking technology have to answer a three-sided challenge: invasiveness, performance, and facility of use. Although ultrasound seems to be an appropriate solution for transcranial tracking, the skull remains an obstacle because of its significant acoustic perturbations. A compact and affordable ultrasound-based tracking system that minimize skull-related disturbances is proposed here. This system consists of three emitters fixed on the patient’s head, and a one-millimeter receiver embedded in the surgical device. The 3D position of the receiver is obtained by trilateration based on time of flight measurements. The system demonstrates a submillimeter tracking accuracy through an 8.9 mm thick skull plate phantom. This result opens multiple perspectives in terms of millimeter accurate navigation for a large number of neurobiomedical devices.

Index Terms—Neurosurgical device, transcranial ultrasound, trilateration, ultrasound-based tracking system, 3D real-time localization

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional neurosurgical tools lack flexibility and can only move in a straight line once inserted into the brain, damaging healthy tissue as they pass through. As a result, neurosurgical surgery is limited and sometimes even impossible [1]–[5]. Miniaturized microrobots, which are currently a major research topic, are opening up the possibility of precise in-brain navigation, avoiding sensitive areas and reaching previously inaccessible locations [6]–[8]. These micromachines require a real-time control loop based on a 3D tracking system to be operated by a surgeon in complex living environments [9]–[14].

Imaging modalities such as MRI or CT scan, widely used in the medical field, present certain limitations for safe, real-time, and easily deployable tracking in a neurosurgical operating room. On the other hand, ultrasound provides a strong opportunity to answer the three-sided challenge faced by a neurosurgical device tracking system: non-invasiveness and safety (patient-friendly, non-ionizing), performance (accurate, effective in depth, real-time) and ease of use (easily operated on the patient, easily reproducible) [15]. Ultrasound imaging, which has made important advances in recent years, has notably demonstrated through ultrasound localization microscopy its ability to achieve accurate sub-wavelength bubble tracking in blood vessels [16]–[21]. However, transcranial ultrasound imaging is currently limited by the skull, which is a source of disturbances such as phase shift, reflection, refraction, beam deflection, and attenuation [22]–[29]. To bypass these disturbances, several studies have been carried out using a thinned-skull window [30], catheter-inserted hydrophone [31], intracranial implant [32], [33] or craniotomy for cranial acoustic window implant [34]. Other transcranial ultrasound studies chose to remain totally non-invasive by using aberration corrections, at the cost of disturbances, a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and a limited working area [16], [35]–[46].

Here, we propose a potential transcranial ultrasound-based tracking system for neurobiomedical devices. As in [47], the system relies on three external ultrasound emitters and a receiver embedded on the surgical device localized by trilateration using time of flight measurements. However, we study the localization accuracy of such a system through an abberating layer such as a skull phantom. The receiver is intended to be embedded in a miniaturized robot, or on another surgical device such as a catheter, as in [31], [47], [48]. To reduce the skull-related disturbances, (i) the relatively low working frequency of 0.85 MHz is used, and (ii) the wave path is single-way, limited to a single skull crossing. In vitro experiments have been conducted, demonstrating submillimeter tracking accuracy through a skull plate phantom of constant thickness. The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the tracking system and the localization algorithm are introduced. Secondly, the experimental results of the receiver 3D tracking are presented in different configurations: (i) in free water, (ii) through the skull plate phantom, without adapting the algorithm, (iii) through the skull plate phantom, considering its thickness and, (iv) through the skull plate phantom, considering its thickness and the ultrasound incidence angles on the receiver. Thirdly, the skull plate’s impact on tracking accuracy, the potential sources of error, and the use of such a system in a clinical environment are discussed.
II. METHOD

A. Experimental setup

The aim of this work is to provide an ultrasound-based tracking system for surgical devices. The proposed system consists of 3 ultrasound emitters fixed on the patient’s head, and an ultrasound receiver embedded on a surgical device. This emitters-receiver configuration allows to undergo the skull barrier only once and thus limits the skull perturbations on the received signal.

In order to be easily embedded in a surgical device, the receiver must have a size of about 1 mm. For reasons of manufacturing simplicity, a tube-shaped lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric sensor was selected as receiver. Its diameter was determined according to its radial resonance frequency, which must be as low as possible to reduce attenuation and skull aberrations [22]. However, the radial resonance frequency of the receiver is inversely proportional to its diameter. We therefore lowered the working frequency until we reached an acceptable external sensor diameter of 1.3 mm, with a wall thickness of 250 μm, leading to a radial resonance frequency of 850 kHz. A picture of the piezoelectric sensor is presented Fig. 1c (manufactured by Physik Instrumente Ceramic, Lederhose, Germany, and in-house soldered).

The experimental setup, presented in Fig. 1a, reproduces 3D tracking of the tube-shaped receiver through a skull plate phantom of constant thickness, using three emitters. In order to excite the receiver at its 850 kHz radial resonance frequency, three 3 mm diameter immersion transducers emitters are used, with a −6 dB bandwidth of 0.5–1.4 MHz (Sofranel, Sartrouville, France). The emitters are driven by three electronic cards Lecoeur Electronique, Chuelles, France) with 230 V negative square excitations of 0.6 μs, i.e. approximately the half period at 850 kHz. The emitters emit pulses successively and never at the same time. Fig. 1c shows the typical signal received on the sensor when excited by the emitters. The maximal peak pressure generated by the emitters was experimentally measured at 220 kPa in free water at 5 mm from the emitters, with a 0.2 mm needle hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, United Kingdom), which corresponds to a Mechanical Index of 0.23 [49]. The pulse repetition frequency is 1 kHz. The signal received on the piezoelectric sensor is low-pass filtered at 1 MHz (Thorlabs, Maisons-Laffitte, France), before being sampled at 40 MHz with the electronic cards. The directivity of the receiver was measured experimentally using the emitters and the low-pass filter mentioned above. The ultrasound incidence angle on the receiver used for the experiments in this study is about 90° (see Fig. 2).

To mimic transcranial tracking, a 8.9±0.1 mm thick skull plate phantom is placed 5 mm from and parallel to the emitters’ base plane. The skull plate is heterogeneous in density, with an averaged attenuation of 8.9 mm thick skull plate phantom is placed 5 mm from and parallel to the emitters’ base plane. The skull plate is heterogeneous in density, with an averaged attenuation of approximately 30 Hz at 1 MHz (Thorlabs, Maisons-Laffitte, France), before being sampled at 40 MHz with the electronic cards. The directivity of the receiver was measured experimentally using the emitters and the low-pass filter mentioned above. The ultrasound incidence angle on the receiver used for the experiments in this study is about 90° (see Fig. 2).

The receiver is moved perpendicular to the emitters base plane over 50 pre-defined positions on a spiral-shaped 3D path behind the plate (see Fig. 1), using three linear motors (Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany). The motors’ coordinate interval is [−10.0, 10.0] mm on the X and Y axis, and [50.0, 87.7] mm on the Z axis. The maximum bidirectional repeatability error of motor encoders is ±10 μm, which is neglected in this study. At each of the 50 receiver positions held, the emitters successively emit ten times 10 pulses, the average of which is used to calculate 10 trilateration-based localizations, with only the median retained. Ten computations are sufficient to obtain a stable median localization. Approximately 30 ms are necessary to calculate a 3D position, which allows 30 Hz real time localization.

The experiments are carried out in degassed and deionized water. Before the experiments, the water temperature was measured at 16.0 °C, which gives a speed of sound of 1469.4 m/s [50].

The management of the electronic cards, linear motors, and data processing is carried out with Matlab R2020b.
are therefore positioned such as the emitters is spherical, localizing the receiver is equivalent to possible to deduce the distance of flight of synchronized clocks recorded by the electronic cards, and the experimental setup, the emitters and the receiver have of the piezoelectric sensor, used as b. 3D localization algorithm

The objective of this study is to find the 3D position vector of the piezoelectric sensor, used as receiver. To this end, three emitters are placed at the summit of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle of radius l, with l = 11.1 mm in this study (Fig. 1a). The origin of the emitters’ coordinate frame is chosen at the center of the equilateral triangle. Let $e_i = [x_i, y_i, z_i]^T$ be the location vector of the i-th emitter, $i = 1, 2, 3$. The emitters are therefore positioned such as $e_1 = [-\sqrt{3}/2 - l/2 0]^T$, $e_2 = [0 l 0]^T$, and $e_3 = [\sqrt{3}/2 - l/2 0]^T$. In the experimental setup, the emitters and the receiver have synchronized clocks recorded by the electronic cards, and the time of transmission of each emitter is known. Therefore, the time of flight $T_i$ of the ultrasonic wave propagating from the i-th emitter to the receiver can be deduced. Knowing the speed of sound in the media crossed (i.e. water and skull) and $T_i$, it is possible to deduce the distance $R_i$ from the i-th emitter to the receiver. Assuming the propagation of the waves emitted by the emitters is spherical, localizing the receiver is equivalent to finding the intersection of three spheres of center $e_i$ and radius $R_i$. This problem, known as trilateration, can be expressed geometrically by a system of three quadratic equations:

$$
\begin{align*}
(x_r - x_i)^2 + (y_r - y_i)^2 + (z_r - z_i)^2 &= R_i^2 \\
(x_r - x_j)^2 + (y_r - y_j)^2 + (z_r - z_j)^2 &= R_j^2 \\
(x_r - x_k)^2 + (y_r - y_k)^2 + (z_r - z_k)^2 &= R_k^2
\end{align*}
$$

The solving of the system (1) is not trivial due to its nonlinearity. To overcome this difficulty, different trilateration solutions exist, including closed-form [51]–[54] and numerical [54]–[57] solutions. The trilateration method, illustrated in Fig. 1d, is used in satellite navigation, aircraft localization, robot localization, and others [51], [53], [58]–[61].

The Manolakis’ algorithm [51], which gives an accurate and efficient position estimate by trilateration, was chosen in this study. The solution is formed from five algebraic terms and is given with respect to the emitters’ coordinate frame. The matrix $\Lambda$, and the vectors $\mu$ and $\xi$, depend solely on the emitters’ location vectors and are previously computed. The vectors $u$ and $v$ are based on the three measured emitter-receiver distances ($R_i$). Then, the 3D position vector estimate $P_{3D}$ is expressed as:

$$
P_{3D} = \Lambda u \pm \mu (\xi^T v)^{1/2}
$$

It is necessary to discriminate the two solutions which are mirror symmetric to the base plane of the emitters. In this study, the positive sign from eq. (2) is selected to correspond to the position of the receiver in front of the emitters.

C. Emitter-receiver distance computation

To feed the trilateration algorithm presented in the previous section, it is necessary to determine the three emitter-receiver distances ($R_i$). To this end, each emitter successively emits a pulse caught by the receiver. A matched filter is then used to determine the time of flight $T_i$ of the pulse, by cross-correlating the signal $y_i[n]$ received from the i-th emitter with the reference signal $x[n]$. The temporal detection index $\tau_i$ of the pulse corresponds to the maximum of the cross-correlation $\hat{R}_{x_{yw}},$ given by [62]:

$$
\hat{R}_{x_{yw},[m]} = \left\{ \begin{array}{lr} 
\sum_{n=0}^{N-m-1} x[n + m] y_i[n], & m \geq 0, \\
\hat{R}_{y_{iw},[-m]}, & m < 0,
\end{array} \right.
$$

where $N$ is the length of $x[n]$ and $y_i[n]$, and $1 - N \leq m \leq N - 1$. The acquired signal $y_i[n]$ used for the time of flight measurement $T_i$ is an average of 10 received signals sampled at 40 MHz interpolated by a factor 10 (cubic interpolation of the values at neighboring points [63]), virtually decreasing the temporal sampling from 25 to 2.5 ns. The reference signal $x[n]$ used for cross-correlation is the typical signal observed on the receiver when excited by the emitters (Fig. 1d). The signal $x[n]$ is a Gaussian pulse of center frequency 850 kHz (the radial resonant frequency of the piezoelectric sensor), with a $-6$ dB bandwidth of 0.68-1.02 MHz. Fig. 3 presents the signal received from each emitter through the 8.9 mm thick skull plate at 8 cm depth from the emitters. The times of flight measured by cross-correlation are indicated by a vertical line.

However, this time of flight measurement method based on cross-correlation may suffer from low SNR and signal shape disturbances due to the skull, which can result in a temporal shift on the time of flight measurement of more or less one signal temporal period. This temporal shift could cause an error on the emitter-distance measurement, and thus on the 3D localization. The time of flight measurement error due to temporal shift is all the greater as the working frequency is low. At our working frequency of 0.85 MHz, a temporal shift of one period would cause an error of 1.765 mm on the emitter-distance measurement, considering a speed of sound of 1500 m/s. Considering that this error would be common to all three emitter-receiver distances, this would lead to a 3D localization error of 11.2 mm at a depth of 60 mm (see section II-E), which is not acceptable for millimeter-accurate neurosurgical operations. It is therefore of the utmost importance to maintain an SNR beyond $5 \text{ dB}$ (value obtained by simulation), as defined in section III-A, and a good prediction of the shape of the signal received in the tracking zone.
By knowing \( T_i \), the emitter-receiver distance in water is given by:

\[
R_i = c_0 \cdot T_i
\]  

(4)

where \( c_0 \) is the speed of sound in water which depends on the temperature [50].

When performing the tracking through the skull plate phantom, a phase shift may be observed due to the difference in speed of sound between the water and the skull, resulting in a delay on the received signal [23], [64]. A first step of correction consists in applying a phase shift correction, considering that the distance crossed by ultrasound in the plate is equal to its thickness. Thus, emitter-receiver distance \( R_i \) is given by:

\[
R_i = R_s + c_0 \left( T_i - \frac{R_s}{c_s} \right)
\]  

(5)

where \( R_s = 8.9 \text{ mm} \) is the skull plate phantom thickness, and \( c_s = 2820 \text{ m/s} \) the speed of sound in the skull plate phantom.

To get a more accurate 3D localization, a pre-localization based on eq. 5 can be used. Indeed, the coordinates \((x_r, y_r, z_r)\) of this pre-localization can be exploited to estimate the lateral angle \( \phi \) and the elevation angle \( \theta \) that the receiver forms relative to an emitter coordinate frame, as depicted in Fig. 4. The angles \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) then enable to define the vector \( \vec{l}_s \) that approximates the oblique distance crossed by ultrasound in the plate before reaching the receiver (Fig. 4). By projecting the vector \( \vec{l}_s \) on each plane, its norm is given by:

\[
\| \vec{l}_s \| = R_s \cdot \sqrt{1 + \tan(\phi)^2 + \tan(\theta)^2}
\]  

(6)

with \( \tan(\phi) = x_r/z_r \) and \( \tan(\theta) = y_r/z_r \).

Therefore, the emitter-receiver distance \( R_i \) is given by:

\[
R_i = \| \vec{l}_s \| + c_0 \left( T_i - \frac{\| \vec{l}_s \|}{c_s} \right)
\]  

(7)

It should be noted that the calculation of \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) suffers from the error of the pre-determined 3D localization used, which only considers a phase-shift correction based on the plate thickness only.

Fig. 3: Signal received from each emitter, through the skull plate phantom, at the motor’s coordinate position [3.2 −7.3 80.0] mm. The time of flight \( T_i \), measured by cross-correlation, is marked by a vertical line.

Fig. 4: Path of ultrasound from the emitter to the receiver, in water (in blue) and through the plate (in red). The receiver forms a lateral angle \( \phi \) and an elevation angle \( \theta \) relative to the emitter’s coordinate frame. The vector \( \vec{l}_s \) approximates the effective path crossed by ultrasound in the plate before reaching the receiver.

D. Coordinate frames alignment

In the experimental setup, the motors’ coordinate frame is naturally not aligned with the ultrasound’s. The ultrasound’s coordinate frame is considered fixed with respect to the emitters, with its origin at the center of the equilateral triangle formed by the three emitters. A homogenous transform, expressed as a \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix, can be calculated between the ultrasound and motors’ frames. With \( \mathbf{m} = [m_x \ m_y \ m_z]^T \) the coordinates of a point in the motors’ frame, \( \mathbf{u} = [x_r \ y_r \ z_r]^T \) in the ultrasound’s frame, the transformation matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) is given by \( \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{A} \cdot \mathbf{u} \), such as:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
m_x \\
m_y \\
m_z \\
1
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
r_{xx} & r_{xy} & r_{xz} & t_x \\
r_{yx} & r_{yy} & r_{yz} & t_y \\
r_{zx} & r_{zy} & r_{zz} & t_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
x_r \\
y_r \\
z_r \\
1
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(8)

where \( r_{kl} \) and \( t_k \) (with \( k, l = x, y, z \)) are the elements of the rotation matrix and the translation vector between the two frames, respectively. The elements of \( \mathbf{A} \) can be obtained by measuring four 3D positions, thus obtaining four known \( \mathbf{u}_p \) and \( \mathbf{m}_p \) couples, \( p = 1, ..., 4 \).

The origin point for the transformation matrix computation is the starting point of the receiver’s 3D path, i.e. the one closest to the emitters (Fig. 1a). In the motor frame, its coordinates are \([0, 0, 50] \text{ mm} \). In the ultrasound frame, this gives \([-0.544, -0.068, 50.582] \text{ mm} \), obtained by trilateration as explained earlier. Three other coordinate couples are obtained by translating the sensor along all motor axes.
The values of the matrix $A$ used in this study are given in (9), computed in water without the skull plate phantom. The alignment error can be deduced from the in-water tracking error, depicted in Fig. 7A.i. At the first point of the receiver’s 3D path, the tracking error is equal to $-10 \mu m$, $-20 \mu m$, and $11 \mu m$, according to the X, Y, and Z axis, respectively (Fig. 7A.i). This leads to a 3D tracking error norm of $25 \mu m$ (Fig. 7B.i), corresponding approximately to the error of alignment of the two coordinate frames.

E. Propagation of uncertainty

This section studies the propagation of uncertainty of the measurements on the ultrasound system precision. In this study, the variables involved in the calculations are $T_i$, $c_o$, $c_s$, and $R_s$, whose uncertainties are equal to $\Delta T_i = 3$ or $6 \text{ns}$ (experimentally measured without or with skull plate phantom, respectively), $\Delta c_o = 0.1 \text{m}/\text{s}$ [50], $\Delta c_s = 30 \text{m}/\text{s}$ and $\Delta R_s = 0.1 \text{mm}$, respectively. Regarding eq. (4), the uncertainty on $R_i$ is equal to $\Delta R_i = T_i \Delta c_o + c_o \Delta T_i$. Considering $T_i = 40 \mu s$ and $c_o = 1500 \text{m}/\text{s}$, that leads to $\Delta R_i = 9 \mu m$.

Regarding eq. (5), and considering $T_i = 40 \mu s$, $c_o = 1500 \text{m}/\text{s}$, and $c_s = 2820 \text{m}/\text{s}$, that leads to $\Delta R_i = 212 \mu m$.

In [51], the author proposes a prediction of the algorithm 3D uncertainty, defined as $\sqrt{\Delta x_r^2 + \Delta y_r^2 + \Delta z_r^2}$, where $\Delta x_r$, $\Delta y_r$, and $\Delta z_r$ are the algorithm predicted uncertainty of $x_r$, $y_r$, and $z_r$, respectively. For the performance evaluation, it is assumed that $\Delta R_i$ is identical for the three emitters [51]. With $\Delta R_i = 212 \mu m$, at a depth of $60 \text{mm}$, the predicted 3D uncertainty is presented in Fig. 8 in the Appendix.

III. RESULTS

With the aim of evaluating the localization error, two experiments are performed, with and without the skull plate phantom. The experiments consist in evaluating the ultrasound localization error by comparing the positions measured by ultrasound to the positions measured by the motors. For this purpose, a transformation from the emitters’ coordinate frame to the motors’ coordinate frame is performed (as described in section II-D), considering the motors as the reference. Thus, all of the following results are presented in the motors’ coordinate frame. Firstly, the tracking in free water is presented. Secondly, the tracking through the skull plate phantom is presented without phase shift correction. Thirdly, the tracking through the skull plate phantom is presented with phase shift correction considering only the skull plate thickness. Fourthly, the tracking through the skull plate phantom is presented with phase shift correction considering the skull plate thickness and the ultrasound incidence angles on the receiver.

A. 3D tracking in free water

In this section, the tracking in free water is presented. The emitter-receiver distances computation is based on (4). Fig. 5 and Fig. 6A.i., B.i. present the 3D positions measured by ultrasound and by the motors, in 3D and projected on the XZ and XY planes, respectively. The standard deviation of $R_i$ is noted $\sigma_i$, and the standard deviation of the $j$-coordinate measurement is noted $\sigma_j$, $j = x, y, z$. Along the receiver spiral path, the median values of $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, and $\sigma_3$, are equal to $4.3 \mu m$, $4.6 \mu m$, and $3.5 \mu m$, respectively (Fig. 9 in the Appendix). The median values of $\sigma_x$, $\sigma_y$, and $\sigma_z$, are equal to $17 \mu m$, $15 \mu m$, and $4 \mu m$, respectively (Fig. 10 in the Appendix). The SNR in dB, given by $10 \log_{10}(\sum_{n=\tau_i+M}^{\tau_i} y[n]^2/\sum_{n=\tau_i-M}^{\tau_i} y[n]^2)$ where M is the pulse length, is on average equal to $50.4 \text{dB}$ (Fig. 11 in the Appendix). Fig. 7 presents the tracking errors defined by the difference between the positions measured by ultrasound and the positions measured by the motors, considering the motors as the reference. Let $err_j$ be the tracking error according to the $j$-coordinate. Fig. 7A.i. presents the tracking error according to each coordinate. The bias $b_j$ is defined as the average of the first five values of $err_j$, such as $b_x = -12 \mu m$, $b_y = -18 \mu m$, and $b_z = 11 \mu m$. Fig. 7B.i. presents, for each of the fifty positions, the 3D euclidean error defined by $err = \sqrt{err_x^2 + err_y^2 + err_z^2}$. The average 3D euclidean error along the path is equal to $\overline{err} = 225 \mu m$.

B. Transcranial 3D tracking without phase shift correction

In this section, the transcranial 3D tracking is presented without phase shift correction. Thus, the emitter-receiver distance computations are based on (4). Fig. 6A.ii., B.ii. present the 3D positions measured by the tracking system and by the motors, projected on the XZ and XY planes, respectively. Along the receiver spiral path, the median values of $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, and $\sigma_3$, are equal to $10.0 \mu m$, $9.8 \mu m$, and $8.6 \mu m$, respectively. The median values of $\sigma_x$, $\sigma_y$, and $\sigma_z$, are equal to $45 \mu m$, $44 \mu m$, and $7 \mu m$, respectively. For this section and the next two, the SNR is on average equal to $20.5 \text{dB}$, which means an attenuation of $29.9 \text{dB}$ due to the skull. Fig. 7A.ii. presents the tracking error according to each coordinate. The biases are equal to $b_x = 329 \mu m$, $b_y = -227 \mu m$, and $b_z = -4618 \mu m$. Fig. 7B.ii. presents the 3D euclidean error whose the 3D average is equal to $\overline{err} = 4740 \mu m$. 

Fig. 5: 3D tracking in free water without the skull plate phantom.
C. Transcranial 3D tracking with phase shift correction based on skull plate thickness

In this section, the transcranial 3D tracking is presented with phase shift correction considering only the skull plate thickness. Thus, the emitter-receiver distance computations are based on (5). Fig. 6A.iii., B.iii. present the 3D positions measured by the tracking system and by the motors, projected on the XZ and XY planes, respectively. Along the receiver spiral path, the median values of \( \sigma_1 \), \( \sigma_2 \), and \( \sigma_3 \), are the same as in the previous section. The median values of \( \sigma_x \), \( \sigma_y \), and \( \sigma_z \), are equal to 48\,\mu m, 48\,\mu m, and 7\,\mu m, respectively. Fig. 7A.iii. presents the tracking error according to each coordinate. The biases are equal to \( b_x = 337\,\mu m \), \( b_y = -232\,\mu m \), and \( b_z = -307\,\mu m \). Fig. 7B.iii. presents the 3D euclidean error whose the average is equal to \( \overline{\sigma^2 v} = 745\,\mu m \).

D. Transcranial 3D tracking with phase shift correction based on skull plate thickness and ultrasound incidence angles on the receiver

In this section, the transcranial 3D tracking is presented with phase shift correction considering the skull plate thickness and the ultrasound incidence angles on the receiver. Thus, the emitter-receiver distance measurements are based on (7). Fig. 6A.iv., B.iv. present the 3D positions measured by the tracking system and by the motors, projected on the XZ and XY planes, respectively. Along the receiver spiral path, the median values of \( \sigma_1 \), \( \sigma_2 \), and \( \sigma_3 \), are equal to 10.6\,\mu m, 10.1\,\mu m, and 9.3\,\mu m, respectively. The median values of \( \sigma_x \), \( \sigma_y \), and \( \sigma_z \), are equal to 51\,\mu m, 51\,\mu m, and 7\,\mu m, respectively. Fig. 7A.iv. presents the tracking error according to each coordinate. The biases are equal to \( b_x = 319\,\mu m \), \( b_y =
Firstly, the experiment was carried out in water, without the skull plate phantom, in order to initially present the ultimate accuracy that can be obtained with the proposed ultrasound-based tracking system. The biases have an absolute value on average equal to 14 µm. The average tracking error $\overline{\text{err}}$ is equal to 225 µm, which is smaller than the size of the receiver. Besides, it can be observed that the error according to each coordinate increases with depth (Fig. 7A.i.). This can be explained by three reasons. The first is related to the error on the speed of sound in water. Indeed, the longer the time of flight measurement $T_i$, the more the emitter-receiver distance $R_i$ is impacted by the sound speed error. The second reason is related to the trilateration algorithm. As described in [51], the further the receiver is from the emitters, the less accurate the algorithm is. The third reason is related to the decrease of the SNR with increasing depth (Fig. 11). These first tracking results are satisfactory because they show that submillimeter localization accuracy can initially be achieved in water.

Secondly, the 3D tracking was performed through an 8.9 mm thick skull plate phantom, without considering the speed of sound in the skull plate phantom. The biases $b_x$ and $b_y$ are equal to 329 µm and −227 µm, respectively. The heterogeneous speed of sound in the skull plate phantom can explain the degradation of these biases. Indeed, the speed of sound in the skull phantom being greater than in water, the presence of the phantom makes the pulse arrive sooner on the receiver. Thus, the measured time of flight $T_i$ is smaller, and the emitter-receiver distance $R_i$ shorter. Consequently, the 3D positions of the receiver are estimated closer to the emitters than they really are (Fig. 6A.ii.). Considering that the time of flight gained by the pulse by crossing the thickness of the plate is equal to 2.901 µs, a bias of −4263 µm is found, a value close to $b_z = 4618$ µm. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4, the receiver forms an angle $\phi$ and $\theta$ with respect to each emitter. The larger these angles are, the larger the distance $\|L_i\|$ crossed in the plate, and the earlier pulses arrive at the receiver. This again leads to an underestimation of $R_i$, and thus to estimates of 3D positions closer to the center of the spiral than they actually are. It is all the more marked as the angle is important, as in the periphery of the spiral (Fig. 6B.ii.). Lastly, it can be observed that the oscillations of the error curves $\text{err}_x$ and $\text{err}_y$ (Fig. 7A.ii.) seem to be related to the shape of the receiver’s 3D spiral path (Fig. 1a). Indeed, the receiver passes successively in front of each emitter during its path (as evidenced by the SNR plot in Fig. 11). Depending on its position, $\|L_i\|$ is more or less significant, and the error on the speed of sound in front of the emitters is therefore more or less impacting.

Thirdly, the 3D tracking was performed through the skull plate phantom, considering its thickness. Even if the biases $b_x$ and $b_y$ remain almost unchanged compared to the previous
experiment, there is a clear reduction of the bias $b_z$, going from $-4618 \, \mu m$ to $-307 \, \mu m$. The bias $b_z$ was therefore corrected to $-4311 \, \mu m$, a value consistent with the previous estimate of $-4263 \, \mu m$ made from the flight time gained by the pulse in water by crossing the skull. The remaining bias of $-307 \, \mu m$ according to the $z$-coordinate can be explained by the error on the speed of sound in the skull plate phantom in front of the emitters. Moreover, it was assumed that the distance crossed by ultrasound in the plate was equal to its thickness. This assumption is valid when the receiver is perfectly in front of the emitter (which can never be the case for the three emitters at the same time). When that is not the case, ultrasound crosses the plate obliquely before reaching the receiver, as shown in Fig. 4. The distance crossed in the plate, approximated by $\|\mathbf{L}_z\|$, is therefore larger than its actual thickness, which makes the pulse arrive even sooner on the receiver. Thus, as seen previously, this leads to an underestimation of $R_z$, and thus to estimates of 3D positions closer to the center of the spiral than they actually are. It is all the more marked as the angle is important, as in the periphery (Fig. 6B.iii.).

Fourthly, the 3D tracking was performed through the skull plate phantom, taking into account the ultrasound incidence angles on the receiver. Thus, the emitter-receiver distance computations considered that ultrasound crossed the distance $\|\mathbf{L}_z\|$ in the plate, as described in Fig. 4. Although there is no improvement on the $b_x$ and $b_y$ biases compared to the previous experiment, the $b_z$ bias has been reduced from $-307 \, \mu m$ to $-208 \, \mu m$, improving the depth accuracy by $99 \, \mu m$. In addition, the error lobes of $err_x$ and $err_y$ have been flattened (Fig. 7A.iv.), reducing the localization error at the periphery of the spiral, where the angles $\phi$ and $\theta$ are the largest. This result can be seen in Fig. 6B.iv., where the ultrasound positions are closer to the motor positions at the periphery of the spiral, compared to the previous experiment (Fig. 6B.iii.). Moreover, it can be observed in Fig. 6B.iv. that $x$-coordinate ultrasound estimates are less accurate for negative $x$-values than for positive $x$-values. This can be explained by an underestimated speed of sound in front of the emitter placed towards positive $X$ values, i.e. the emitter 3. As the pulses from the emitter 3 arrive sooner on the receiver, the 3D positions are estimated closer to the emitter 3 than they actually are. This effect is even more pronounced the larger the $\phi$ and $\theta$ angles of the receiver with respect to the emitter 3, as can be seen at the extreme periphery of the spiral towards negative $X$ values. This difference in coordinate error between front and off-center positions is not observed with emitters 1 and 2, which may suggest a more reliable estimate of speed of sound in front of them. This last experiment demonstrates the transcranial sub-millimeter accuracy of the proposed ultrasound-based tracking system, in 3D from a depth of $50.0 \, mm$ to $87.7 \, mm$.

This ultrasound-based tracking system can be deployed in a medical framework using a preoperative CT scan to: (i) automatically detect the positions of the emitters [65], [66], (ii) obtain the skull thickness [43] and (iii) deduce the speed of sound in the skull from the porosity [43]. It can be noted that the measurement error of these three data may affect the accuracy of the tracking. Furthermore, it is essential to ensure that the sensor is not surrounded by solid materials such as metal, but rather by solid materials such as silicon so as not to interfere with ultrasound propagation and detection.

In this study, several assumptions were made whose impact and validity will be discussed. Firstly, it is assumed that the pulses have spherical propagation. However, the emitters are piston elements of $3 \, mm$ in diameter, i.e. twice the wavelength in water. This can not be assimilated to a point source, which can introduce errors in emitter-receiver distance measurements that assume spherical propagation. Secondly, although $\|\mathbf{L}_s\|$ approximates the path crossed by ultrasound in the skull plate phantom, it does not take into account the physical phenomena of propagation related to the skull, such as refraction. The estimate of $\|\mathbf{L}_s\|$ may then differ from the actual crossed distance in the plate, introducing errors in emitter-receiver distance measurements. Thirdly, the accuracy of the alignment of the two coordinate frames (motors and ultrasound) is limited to the ultrasound localization accuracy, which is equal to $25 \, \mu m$ at $50.0 \, mm$ from the emitters (as explained in section II-D). Fourthly, due to coordinate frames alignment, the error on the emitters’ position measurement and the bias related to the reference signal duration, arbitrarily chosen, are removed from the experiment.

Furthermore, improvements to this study can be made in order to make this tracking system fully adapted to a practical transcranial tracking of a neurobiomedical device. Firstly, although the current skull model exemplifies the heterogeneity of acoustical properties between the diploe and cortical bone, its shape does not represent the complexity of the human skull. Indeed, the variable shape of a real skull is predicted to reduce tracking accuracy by introducing signal shape disturbances, SNR loss and uncertainties in the estimation of the skull thickness crossed. Such variation could be considered using a transcranial propagation model based on a pre-operative CT scan [29], [42], [67]. Secondly, the 3D tracking was carried out in a limited working area due to the excessive directivity of the emitters. To increase the working area, it is possible to use unfocused or additional emitters. This tracking system could also have been realized with an ultrasound matrix probe to multiply the number of emitting sources. For example, the use of virtual sources with adapted delay laws would have allowed to increase the SNR on the embedded sensor and to bring redundancy to the localization. However, in our study we preferred to propose an affordable and compact system requiring only one multiplexed electronic card, three emitting transducers and one embedded sensor, thus making it more easily deployable in a medical environment.

V. Conclusion

A potential transcranial ultrasound tracking solution for neurobiomedical devices to meet the three-sided challenge (invasiveness, performance, and facility of use) has been presented. Based on three emitters and one receiver, the tracking system is designed to minimize skull-related disturbances. The receiver position computation is based on time of flight measurement and trilateration. The tracking accuracy was assessed under different conditions: (i) in free water, the tracking error was about $225 \, \mu m$, (ii) without considering the plate, the
tracking error was about 4740 μm, (iii) taking into account the plate thickness, the tracking error was about 745 μm, and (iv) taking into account the plate thickness and ultrasound incidence angles on the receiver through the plate, the tracking error was about 581 μm, demonstrating the transcranial sub-millimeter accuracy of the tracking system. This ultrasound-based tracking system, which can be transposed into a medical environment, offers the potential for accurate and real-time localization for a wide range of biomedical devices through the skull as well as in other areas of the human body.

VI. THE APPENDIX

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
1.023 & -0.001 & 0.006 & 0.251 \\
0.010 & 0.997 & 0.011 & -0.477 \\
-0.006 & -0.018 & 0.987 & 0.074 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \text{ [mm] } \tag{9}
\]

Fig. 8: Trilateration algorithm’s predicted 3D uncertainty in the XY plane, with \( z_r = 60 \text{ mm} \) (\( l = 11.1 \text{ mm}, \Delta R_t = 212 \mu\text{m} \)).

Fig. 9: Standard deviation \( \sigma_i \) of the time of flight measurement \( T_i \) along the 3D path, in water without the skull plate phantom. The horizontal lines give the median value of \( \sigma_i \) along the path.

Fig. 10: Standard deviation \( \sigma_j \) of the \( j \)-coordinate measurement along the 3D path, in water without the skull plate phantom. The horizontal lines give the median value of \( \sigma_j \) along the path.

Fig. 11: The SNR from the \( i \)-th emitter along the 3D path, in water without the skull plate phantom.
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